
 
 
 

Can you make your favourite 

sandwich?  Then either verbally 

describe how you made it or write or 

draw a set of instructions. Use time 

connectives such as: First, Next, 

Then, After that…  

 

Can you write a list of all the fun 

things that you have been up to 

since school closed? This can include 

how many yummy Easter eggs you 

have eaten. Try and use bullet points 

when writing your list. 

 

  

Create a weather diary/booklet and 

track the weather each day, draw a 

picture of what the weather is like 

that day and write a simple 

sentences such as ‘ It is sunny’. Can 

you find out what the temperature 

is that day by looking at the 

weather forecast or a weather app? 

Make/get a cake, pizza or any of 

your favourite food. Can you cut it in 

half to create two equal sides? Try 

this with lots of things such as, 

fruit, bread, chocolate, playdough 

etc to see if you can find a half of 

an object. 

Practise counting objects in 2s. 

Then try and put this learning into 

learning/practising the two times 

tables by saying or writing 

1x2=2 

2x2=4  (etc) 

 

Remember the 2 times table is just 

doubling really.  

Get a plate or tray and draw/create 

a divider down the middle. Then get 

a certain amount of objects and see 

if you can share them equally 

between the two halves.   

Can you draw, create or paint a 

beautiful picture to put in your 

window to make people walking or            

driving past smile?  

 

Can you make an egg bounce? 

Have a go at this science 

experiment to see if you can.. 

https://twinderelmo.co.uk/can-you-

make-an-egg-bounce-

terrificscientific/ 

 

Can you make one of The BFG’s 

Dream Potions? 

Have a go at this science 

experiment to see if you 

can.http://pearsandchocolate 

sauce.co.uk/2018 

/02/06/bfg-dream-potions/ 
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